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ABSTRACT

In data streams, the size of the dataset is potentially unbounded.
Therefore, outlier detection is conducted in every sliding window,
i.e., a number of active data objects, to ensure computation eiciency and outlier detection in a local context. A number of studies [2ś4, 7ś9, 11] have been performed for Distance-based Outlier Detection in Data Streams (DODDS). In our previous work
[10], ive recent algorithms for distance-based outlier detection
in data streams are compared and MCOD [7] is shown to be the
best algorithm in space and time eiciency. MCOD utilizes a data
structure called micro-cluster to eiciently reduce the number of
pair-wise distance computations and neighbor information storage.
A micro-cluster contains at least k + 1 data points located within
the distance R/2 from the center data point. However, when the
number of micro-clusters is small, for example, R is too small or
k is too large, MCOD has to perform linear searches for inding
neighbors and it is time consuming. In addition, a micro-cluster can
be dispersed when some of its members expire and the remaining
data points have to be re-processed as new data points.
Motivated by those observations, we propose three novel algorithms that overcome those shortcomings: O-MCOD which allows
one data points belong to more than one micro-cluster, U-MCOD
which relaxes the constraints of a micro-cluster, and M-MCOD
which reduces the number of dispersed micro-cluster. Furthermore,
we also improve the memory consumption by storing the counts of
neighbors in every slide instead of a neighbor list for each data point
which is not in any micro-clusters. With extensive experiments
with synthetic and real-world datasets, we show that our proposed
algorithms outperform MCOD and NETS, i.e., the state-of-the-art
algorithms, in time and space eiciency.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review the
related work. In Section 3, we present deinitions and notions that
are used in DODDS. In Section 4, we introduce our proposed algorithms. In Section 5, we provide our detailed evaluation results.
Finally, we conclude the paper with discussions and future research
directions in Section 6.

Continuous outlier detection in data streams is one important
topic in data mining. It has many applications in public health,
network intrusion detection, and fraud detection. Over the last two
decades of research, many studies have been conducted on distancebased outlier detection algorithms which are viable, scalable, and
parameter-free approaches. Because streaming data points arrive
and expire over time, the challenge is to monitor the outlier status
of data points with time and space eiciency. In this study, we propose three algorithms: O-MCOD, U-MCOD, and M-MCOD. These
algorithms improve upon the state-of-the-art algorithm in distancebased outlier detection in data streams, i.e., MCOD, by relaxing
the constraints of micro-clusters and using the minimal probing
principal. With extensive experiments on synthetic and real-world
datasets, we show that the proposed algorithms are superior in time
and space eiciency. Specially, our proposed algorithms are 1.5 to
95 times faster than MCOD, require as low as 25% peak memory
compared to MCOD, and outperform the most recent algorithm
NETS.
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INTRODUCTION

Outlier detection in data streams [1] is an important task in data
mining. It has many applications in several domains such as fraud
detection, computer network security, and medical and public health
anomaly detection. An outlier is a data object that does not conform to the expected behavior. In this study, we focus on detecting
distance-based outliers. A data object o in a generic metric space is
a distance-based outlier if it has less than k objects located within
distance R from o.

2

RELATED WORK

Distance-based outlier detection was irst studied for static datasets [5].
Several approaches for detecting distance-based outliers in data
streams have been proposed in [2, 3, 7, 11]. For each data point,
Exact-Storm in [2] stores up to k preceding neighbors and the number of succeeding neighbors. Abstract-C in [11] keeps the neighbor
count of each data point in every window it participates in. DUE
in [7] employs a priority queue called event queue stores all the
data points whose outlier status can be afected by expiring slides.
Exact-Storm, Abstract-C and DUE use an index structure to support
range queries for neighbor search. Thresh_LEAP in [3] mitigates
the expensive range queries by employing a separate index for each
slide. It also follows minimal probing principal which searches for
neighbors in most recent slide irst, then older slides.
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Micro-cluster Based Algorithm (MCOD) in [7] employs microclusters for eliminating the need for range queries. A more detailed
explanation of MCOD is presented in Section 3.2. In our previous
work [10], we showed that MCOD is the fastest algorithm and
consumes the least memory in the various settings of window size
W , slide size S, distance radius R, neighbor threshold k, and the
number of data dimensions.
NETS in [12] groups the data points at similar locations into cells
and the outlier detection is conducted at cell level irst then point
level. It takes advantage of the similarity between expired and new
data points for reducing the number of updates.

(a) Static Dataset

(b) Data Stream

Figure 1: Static and Streaming Outlier Detection [10]

3 PRELIMINARIES
3.1 Problem Deinition
In this section, the formal deinitions that are used in DODDS are
presented. We irst deine the concepts in data streams and then
outlier detection deinitions.

As the data points in a stream are ordered by the arrival time,
it is important to distinguish between the following two concepts:
preceding neighbor and succeeding neighbor. A data point o is a preceding neighbor of a data point o ′ if o is a neighbor of o ′ and expires
before o ′ does. On the other hand, a data point o is a succeeding
neighbor of a data point o ′ if o is a neighbor of o ′ and o expires in
the same slide with or after o ′ . For example, in Figure 1(b) from [10],
o 8 has one succeeding neighbor o 7 and four preceding neighbors,
i.e., o 3 , o 4 , o 5 , o 6 . Note that an inlier which has at least k succeeding
neighbors will never become an outlier in the future. Those inliers
are thus called safe inliers. On the other hand, the inliers which
have less than k succeeding neighbors are unsafe inliers, as they
may become outliers when the preceding neighbors expire.
The Distance-based Outlier Detection in Data Streams (DODDS)
is deined as follows.

Deinition 3.1 (Data Stream). [10] A data stream is a possible
ininite series of data points ..., on−2 , on−1 , on , ..., where data point
on is received at time on .t.
In this deinition, the data points are ordered by the timestamp
o.t at which it arrives. Since the size of data streams is potentially
unbounded, data streams are typically processed in a sliding window,
i.e., a set of active data points. In this study, we adopt count-based
window model in data streams similarly to the previous works
[2, 3, 7, 10] which is deined as follows.
Deinition 3.2 (Count-based Window). [10]
Given data point on and a ixed window size W , the count-based
window D n is the set of W data points: on−W +1 , on−W +2 , ..., on .

PROBLEM 1 (DODDS). [10] Given the window size W , the slide
size S, the count threshold k, and the distance threshold R, detect the
distance-based outliers in every sliding window ..., D n , D n+S , ....

Given the window size W , all count-based windows have the
same number of data points. Therefore, we can control the volume
of data streams and evaluate fairly the scalability of algorithms.
In the rest of the paper, we use the term window to refer to the
count-based window. Every time the window slides, the oldest S
data points are discarded and new S data points are incorporated
to the window. The slide size S characterizes the speed of the data
streams. Figure 1(b) in [10] shows an example of two consecutive
windows with W = 8 and S = 2. The x-axis reports the arrival time
of data points and the y-axis reports the data values. When two
data points {o 7 , o 8 } arrive in a new slide, the window D 6 slides, two
data points {o 1 , o 2 } expire and will be discarded.

The challenge of DODDS is that the outlier status of one data
point can change when the window slides. Expired neighbors from
the expired slide can cause one data point from an inlier to be
an outlier. New neighbors from the new slide can cause one data
point from an outlier to be an inlier. Figure 2 from [2] illustrates
how the sliding window afects the outlierness of the data points.
The two diagrams represent the evolution of a data stream of 1dimensional data points. The x-axis reports the time of arrival of
the data points and the y-axis reports the value of each data point.
With k = 3,W = 7 and S = 5, two consecutive windows D 7 and
D 12 are depicted by dash rectangles. In D 7 , o 7 is an inlier as it has 4
neighbors, i.e., o 2 , o 3 , o 4 , o 5 . In D 12 , o 7 becomes an outlier because
o 2 , o 3 , o 4 , o 5 expired.
A simple solution is to store the neighbors of every data point
and recompute the neighbors when the window slides, which is
computationally expensive. Another approach is to store the neighbors of each data point that can prove it an inlier or outlier. When
the window slides, the neighbor information of the data points
which have at least one expired neighbor is updated. The neighbor
information of a data point can be stored either as a list of neighbors
or by the number of neighbors. If only the number of neighbors is
stored, an other data structure is needed to ind data points that
have their neighbors expired. The incremental exact-algorithms
difers from each other one based on the data structure for storing
and the mechanism for updating neighbor information.

Deinition 3.3 (Neighbor). [10] Given a distance threshold R (R >
0), two data points o and o ′ are neighbors of each other if the
distance between them is not greater than R. A data point is not
considered a neighbor of itself.
We assume that the distance function between two data points
is deined in the metric space.
Deinition 3.4 (Distance-based Outlier). [10] Given a dataset D,
a count threshold k (k > 0) and a distance threshold R (R > 0),
a distance-based outlier in D is a data point that has less than k
neighbors in D.
A data point that has at least k neighbors is called an inlier.
Figure 1(a) shows an example of a dataset from [7, 10] that has two
outliers with k = 4. Two data points o 1 , o 2 are outliers since they
have 3 and 1 neighbors, respectively.
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running time includes the processing time for the new slide, expired slide and outlier detection for each window. The peak memory
requirement measures the highest memory used by a DODDS algorithm including the data storage as well as the algorithm-speciic
structures to incrementally update neighborhood information.

4

DODDS ALGORITHMS

In this section, we introduce our three proposed algorithms. The
general procedure for outlier detection in data streams consists of
three main tasks, i.e., processing expired slides, processing new
slides and reporting outliers, as in Algorithm 1.
Figure 2: Example of DODDS from [2] with k = 3, W = 7, and
S=5

3.2

Micro-Cluster Based Outlier Detection MCOD

Finding neighbors for every data point in a large data set can be
expensive. MCOD [7] stores the neighboring data points in microclusters to eliminate the need for range queries. A micro-cluster
contains at least k + 1 data points. In every micro-cluster, one
data point is its center and all other data points are located within
the distance of R/2 from the center. According to the triangular
inequality in the metric space, the distance between every pair of
data points in a micro-cluster is no greater than R. Therefore, every
data point in a micro-cluster is an inlier. Figure 3 shows an example
of three micro-clusters, and data points in each micro-cluster are
represented by diferent symbols. The data points that are not in
any micro-clusters can be either outliers or inliers, e.g., having
neighbors from diferent micro-clusters. Such data points are stored
in a list called PD.
Expired slide processing. When the current window slides, the
expired data points are removed from micro-clusters and PD. The
PD list is polled to update the unsafe inliers which are data points
having less than k succeeding neighbors. If a micro-cluster has less
than k + 1 data points, it is dispersed and the non-expired members
are processed as new data points.
New slide processing. For each data point o, it can be added to an
existing micro-cluster, become the center of its own micro-cluster,
or added to PD. If o is within distance R/2 to the center of a microcluster, o is added to the closest micro-cluster. Otherwise, MCOD
searches in PD for o ′s neighbors within distance R/2. If at least
k neighbors are found in PD, these neighbors and o form a new
micro-cluster with o as the micro-cluster center. Otherwise, o is
added to PD.
Outlier reporting. After the new slide and expired slide are processed, the data points in PD that have less than k neighbors are
reported as outliers.
One advantage of MCOD is that it efectively prunes the pairwise distance computations for each data point’s neighbor search,
utilizing the micro-clusters centers. The memory requirement is
also lowered as one micro-cluster can eiciently capture the neighborhood information for each data point in the same micro-cluster.

3.3

Figure 3: Example micro-clusters with k = 4 [7]

4.1

Overlapping Micro-cluster Based
Algorithm - O-MCOD

In MCOD, each data point belongs to at most 1 micro-cluster.
To improve the pruning ability of micro-clusters, we propose OMCOD to allow that one data point can belong to more than one
micro-clusters, speciically at most max_cluster micro-clusters,
max_cluster > 1. The pseudo code of O-MCOD is presented in
Algorithm 2. For each data point, we use a list to store the references of the micro-clusters it participates in. For each new data
point, the process of inding micro-clusters only stops when it inds
enough max_cluster micro-clusters. One advantage of O-MCOD
is that more micro-clusters can be formed due to the overlapping
property; as a result, more pruning can be achieved in the search
for neighbors of new data points. Figure 4 illustrates an example of
4 overlapping micro-clusters. There are 3 data points represented
by triangle, square, and diamond in MC4 belong to 2 micro-clusters
simultaneously. The data points which are not in micro-clusters
are stored in PD list. A data point in PD stores a hash map of slide
indexes and the corresponding number of neighbors in those slides
instead of a neighbor list.
Expired slide processing. O-MCOD processes expired data points
in PD similarly to MCOD. For each data point in micro-clusters,
because it can participate in more than one micro-clusters, only
when all of its micro-clusters disperse, O-MCOD re-processes it as
a new data point.
New slide processing. For each data point o from the new slide,
O-MCOD inds at most max_cluster micro-clusters to add o. If there
are more than max_cluster micro-clusters are found, the closest
max_cluster micro-clusters are chosen to add o. Otherwise, o is
added to the PD similarly to MCOD.
Outlier reporting. After the new slide and expired slide are processed, the data points in PD that have less than k neighbors are
reported as outliers.

Evaluation Metrics

In this study, we adopt CPU running time and peak memory requirement which are two important utility metrics for streaming
algorithms for performance comparison, as in [2, 3, 7, 10]. The CPU
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Algorithm 2 Overlapping Micro-Cluster Based Algorithm
Global variables: Micro-cluster list microClusters, PD list PD,
Maximum number of micro-clusters for each data point
max_cluster
1: function ProcessExpiredData(S expir ed )
2:
re_prob = set()
3:
for o in S expir ed do
4:
if o.cluster is not None then ▷ o is in a micro-cluster
5:
cs = o.cluster _list
6:
for c in cs do
7:
c.remove(o)
▷ Remove o from micro-cluster
8:
if c.num_neiдhbors < k + 1 then
9:
re_prob.add(c.non_expired_members())
10:
else
11:
for s in o.succeedinд_neiдhbors do
12:
s.remove_neiдhbors(o)
13:
ProcessNewData(re_prob)

Figure 4: Example overlapping micro-clusters with k =
6, max_cluster = 2
The advantage of O-MCOD compared to MCOD is that it allows
overlapping micro-clusters, hence there are more data points in
micro-clusters. Therefore O-MCOD can utilizes better the advantage of micro-clusters in neighbor inding.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

Algorithm 1 General Outlier Detection Algorithm
Input: Stream {o}, Window Size W , Slide Size S, Distance
threshold R, Neighbor threshold k
Output: Outliers in every sliding window
Procedure:
1: while S new do
▷ A new slide arrives
2:
ProcessExpiredData(S expir ed )
3:
ProcessNewData(Snew )
4:
ReportOutlier()

4.2

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Unsafe Micro-cluster Based Algorithm U-MCOD

Micro-clusters are used for quickly inding neighbors. However, if
the condition of micro-cluster is too strict, e.g., k can be too high
and R can be too small, the number of micro-clusters is small. In the
worst case, if there is no micro-clusters, for every data point, MCOD
has to run a linear search for neighbors. This is very ineicient.
Motivated by this, we propose U-MCOD with new concepts of
unsafe micro-cluster and safe micro-cluster. The pseudo codes of
U-MCOD for processing expired and new slides are presented in
Algorithm 3. A safe micro-cluster is a micro-cluster that has at least
k + 1 data points and an unsafe micro-cluster is a micro-cluster with
fewer than k + 1 data points. All data points in a safe micro-cluster
are inliers. The data points in unsafe micro-clusters can be either
outliers or inliers. Therefore, for each data point in an unsafe microcluster, we create a hash map of slide indexes and the corresponding
number of neighbors in those slides. Note that there is no PD list in
U-MCOD. Figure 5 shows an example of two unsafe micro-clusters
with 4 and 5 data points and one safe micro-cluster. Both safe microclusters and unsafe micro-clusters are used in inding neighbors for
each data point. Speciically, with a data point o and a micro-cluster
centering at C. If the distance from o to C is not larger than R/2,
all the data points in the micro-cluster C are neighbors of o. If
the distance from o to C is larger than 3R/2, all the data points in
the micro-cluster are not neighbors of o. In both cases, we do not

function ProcessNewData(Snew )
for o in S_new do
cs =FindClusters(o, max_cluster )
if cs is not None then
for c in cs do
c.add(o)
else
neiдhbors = FindNeighbor(o)
if CanFormCluster (o, neiдhbors) then
FormCluster(o, neiдhbors)
else AddToPD(o, PD)
function ReportOutlier(PD)
outliers = []
for o in PD do
if o.num_neiдhbors < k then
outliers.add(o)
return outliers

Figure 5: Example unsafe micro-clusters with k = 6

have to compute explicitly the pair wise distances between o and
the data points in the micro-cluster. When the distance between
o and C is between R/2 and 3R/2, we must compute the pair wise
distance between o and each data point in C to ind neighbors for o.
Intuitively, the number of pair wise distance computations is linear
to the size of each micro-cluster (safe or unsafe).
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Expired slide processing. The data points in the expired slide are
removed from micro-clusters. If a safe micro-cluster becomes an
unsafe micro-cluster, its non-expired data points are re-probed for
neighbor information as new data points.
New slide processing. For each data point o from the new slide,
U-MCOD irst inds a safe micro-cluster to add o. If o cannot be
added to any safe micro-cluster, U-MCOD searches for any unsafe
micro-cluster for o. Otherwise, a new unsafe micro-cluster is formed
with o is the center.
Outlier reporting. The data points in unsafe micro-cluster are
evaluated for reporting outliers.
The advantage of U-MCOD compared to MCOD is that it utilizes
unsafe-clusters for quicker neighbor inding compared to PD in
MCOD.

Figure 6: Probing for new data point o.

slides, in M-MCOD, when forming a micro-cluster, the most recent
data points are probed irst, then the older data points. This ensures
the micro-clusters containing the most recent data points. Similarly,
when a micro-cluster is dispersed, the remaining data points are
processed as new data points. Each slide has a trigger list to store
data points and micro-clusters whose outlier status can be afected
by the slide’s expiration. Each micro-cluster stores a hash map of
slide indexes and the number of its member in those slides. Each
data point stores the micro-cluster center if it is in a micro-cluster or
stores a hash map of slide indexes and the number of its neighbors
in those slides.
New slide processing. For each data point o in a new slide, it
utilizes the minimal probing principal by inding the micro-clusters
in the same slide irst then older slides. If it cannot ind any eligible
micro-clusters, M-MCOD inds the neighbors for o by checking the
data points in most recent slides irst, then older slides. Figure 6
shows an example of probing for a data point o when it comes in
the new slide. In order to ind micro-clusters or neighbors for o, the
order of slides that will be probed is S 4 , S 3 , S 2 , S 1 . In this approach,

Algorithm 3 Unsafe Micro-Cluster Based Algorithm

11:

function ProcessExpiredData(S expir ed )
re_prob = set()
for o in S expir ed do
c = o.cluster
if c is safe then
c.remove(o)
if c.num_members == k then
re_prob.add(c.non_expired_members())
else
for s in o.succeedinд_neiдhbors do
s.remove_neiдhbors(o)
ProcessNewData(re_prob)

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

function ProcessNewData(Snew )
for o in S_new do
c =FindSafeClusters(o)
if c is not None then
c.add(o)
else
c =FindUnSafeClusters(o)
if c is not None then
c.add(o)
else
FormCluster(o)

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

4.3

Figure 7: Re-probing as preceding neighbors expire or the
micro-cluster is dispersed.

two hash maps of slide index and the data points, micro-cluster
centers in that slide are used to eiciently retrieve the data points
to probe.
Expired slide processing. When a slide S expires, the data points
and micro-clusters in the trigger list are re-evaluated. The slide
index of the expired slide is removed from hash maps of data points
and micro-clusters in the trigger list. Those micro-clusters and data
points are re-evaluated. If a micro-cluster do not have at least k + 1
members, its members are re-processed as new data points. The
pseudo code of neighbor inding procedure is presented Algorithm
4. Figure 7 shows an example of re-probing operation for o when
slides S 1 and S 2 expire. The order of slides that will be probed as
S5, S6 .
Outlier reporting. All the data points in PD are evaluated for
outlier reporting.
The advantage of M-MCOD compared to MCOD is that it forms
micro-clusters of most recent data points hence reduces the number
of dispersed micro-clusters.

function ReportOutlier(unsa f eClusters)
outliers = []
for c in unsa f eClusters do
for o in c.members do
if o.num_neiдhbors < k then
outliers.add(o)
return outliers

Minimal Probing Micro-cluster Based
Algorithm - M-MCOD

In MCOD, when some data points in a micro-cluster expire and the
micro-cluster is dispersed, the remaining data points are processed
as new data points. This is ineicient when the number of dispersed
micro-clusters is large. Motivated by this, we propose M-MCOD. To
reduce the number of dispersed micro-clusters when the window
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Algorithm 4 Minimal Probing Micro-Cluster Based Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

set to 3. For NETS, we set the number of sub-dimensions parameter
as suggested in the paper, which is 3 for FC, TAO and 1 for Stock,
Gauss.
Performance Measurement. We measured the CPU time of all
the algorithms for processing each window with ThreadMXBean
in Java and created a separate thread to monitor the Java Virtual
Machine memory. Measurements averaged over all windows were
reported in the results.

function FindNeighbors(o, Reversed_Sorted_Slides)
num_neiдhbors = 0
o.neiдhbor _map = {}
neiдhbors = []
for Slide in Reversed_Sorted_Slides do
neiдhbors.add(FindNeighbor(o, Slide))
o.neiдhbor _map[S] = neiдhbors.size()
return o, neiдhbors

5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Experimental Methodology

5.2

Table 1: Default Parameter Setting

Dataset
FC
TAO
Stock
Gauss

Size
581,012
575,648
1,048,575
1,000,000

Dim.
55
3
1
1

W
10,000
10,000
100,000
100,000

S
500
500
5,000
5,000

Varying Window Size

We irst evaluate the performance of all the algorithms by varying
the window size W . Figures 8 and 9 depict the resulting CPU and
peak memory requirement, respectively. The window size is varied
from 1000 to 20000 for FC and TAO datasets, and from 10000 to
200000 for Stock and Gaussian datasets.
CPU Time. As can be seen in Figure 8, when W increases, the
CPU time for all methods increases in most cases due to a larger
number of data points to process in every window, with exceptions
of O-MCOD for FC and Gauss data and MCOD for Gauss. For FC,
the CPU time of NETS is much higher than the CPU time of the
other algorithms. NETS utilizes grid cells instead of micro-clusters
to quickly determine outliers. However, with FC which has a high
number of dimensions, most cells are not determined to contain
all inliers or outliers due to the curse of dimensionality. M-MCOD
incurs the lowest CPU running time for all the datasets. For FC
and Gauss datasets, with small window size W = 1K, there are not
many micro-clusters, in O-MCOD and MCOD, most data points
are in PD therefore they incur the highest CPU running times.
When the window size increases, e.g., W = 5K with FC dataset
and W = 50K with Gauss dataset, O-MCOD utilizing overlapping
micro-clusters can gather more data points in micro-clusters, hence
the CPU running time decreases. When the window size W ≥
50K with Gauss dataset, MCOD has more data points in microclusters, and the CPU running time decreases. For Stock and Gauss
datasets, when the window size W ≥ 100K, M-MCOD, O-MCOD
and U-MCOD have comparable CPU running times because most
data points are in safe micro-clusters. Their CPU times are also
comparable to NETS.
Peak Memory. Figure 9 reports the peak memory requirement of
all the algorithms when varying the window size. As reported in
Figure 9, in most cases the peak memory of all algorithms increases
when W increases as there are more data points in each sliding
window. In NETS, there is extra space needed for the map between
grid cells and data points. In M-MCOD, there are extra space needed
for trigger lists and hash maps of slide indexes and corresponding
micro-clusters. In U-MCOD, there are extra space needed for unsafe
micro-clusters. In O-MCOD, there are extra space needed for overlapping micro-clusters. Therefore, with small window size W = 1K,
if there are not many data points in micro-clusters, the peak memory of those methods is higher than MCOD. When the window size
increases, there are more data points in micro-clusters, U-MCOD,
O-MCOD, and M-MCOD ofer lower peak memory requirements
than MCOD and NETS in most cases. For Stock and Gauss datasets
with large window sizes, since the memory for storing all data
points in a sliding window consumes the major part of the total
memory, the diference between the methods is marginal.

We compare our proposed algorithms with MCOD which was
shown to be the most eicient algorithm in memory and time
[10] and the most recent algorithm NETS [12]. For fair evaluation,
all the algorithms are implemented in Java. Our experiments were
conducted on a Linux machine with a 3.47 GHz processor and 15
GB Java heap space.
Datasets. We chose the following real-world and synthetic datasets
for our evaluation similarly to [10]. Forest Cover (FC) contains
581, 012 records with 55 attributes. It is available at the UCI KDD
Archive1 and was also used in [6]. TAO contains 575, 648 records
with 3 attributes. It is available at Tropical Atmosphere Ocean
project2 . A smaller TAO dataset was used in [2, 7]. Stock contains
1, 048, 575 records with 1 attribute. It is available at UPenn Wharton Research Data Services3 . A similar stock trading dataset was
used in [3]. Gauss contains 1 million records with 1 attribute. It is
synthetically generated by mixing three Gaussian distributions. A
similar dataset was used in [2, 11].

Outlier Rate
1.00%
0.98%
1.02%
0.96%

Default Parameter Settings. There are four parameters: the window size W , the slide size S, the distance threshold R, and the
neighbor count threshold k. W and S determine the volume and
the speed of data streams. They are the major factors that afect the
performance of the algorithms. The default values of W and S are
set accordingly for two smaller datasets and two larger datasets,
provided in Table 1. The values of k and R determine the outlier
rate, which also afect the algorithm performance. For example,
memory consumption is related to k as all the algorithms store
information regarding k neighbors of each data point. For fairness
of measurement, the default value of k is set to 50 for all datasets. To
derive comparable outlier rate across datasets as suggested in [2, 7],
the default value of R is set to 525 for FC, 1.9 for TAO, 0.45 for Stock,
and 0.028 for Gauss. Unless speciied otherwise, all the parameters
take on their default values in our experiments. For O-MCOD, the
maximum number of micro-clusters one data can participate in is
1 http://kdd.ics.uci.edu
2 http://www.pmel.noaa.gov
3 https://wrds-web.wharton.upenn.edu/wrds/
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Figure 9: Peak Memory - Varying Window Size W

5.3

Varying Slide Size

with a large window size is the major part in the total memory, our
proposed methods have marginal advantage compare to MCOD.
When slide size is small, there is less succeeding neighbors and
more preceding neighbors for each data point. Therefore, every
data point stores a longer preceding neighbor list in MCOD and
neighboring hash map in M-MCOD, O-MCOD and U-MCOD. When
S/W = 1%, with Gauss dataset, M-MCOD shows higher memory
consumption. The reason is the trigger list for each slide is long
when S is small and the neighbor map for slides is proportional to
W /S.

We further examine the algorithms’ performances when varying the
slide size S to change the speed of the data streams, e.g., from 1% to
100% of the window size W as in [10]. When the slide size increases,
there are more data points expire and arrive when the window
slides. S = W is the extreme case, in which every data point exists
in only one window. Figures 11 and 10 depict the results of peak
memory requirement and CPU running time of all the algorithms,
respectively.
CPU Time. As shown in Figure 10, M-MCOD incurs the lowest
CPU time in all the cases. For FC, the CPU time of NETS is much
higher than the other algorithms due to the high dimensinality of
FC. With small slide size, e.g., when S = 1%W , all the methods incur
comparable CPU running time because the number of processed
data points is small and the efect of overlapping micro-clusters in
O-MCOD, unsafe micro-clusters in U-MCOD and minimal probing
principle in M-MCOD is small. When the slide size increases, all the
algorithms incur more CPU time as expected and the diference is
larger. Because of more micro-clusters in U-MCOD, O-MCOD, and
less dispersed micro-clusters in M-MCOD by the minimal probing
principal, they incur less CPU running time than MCOD. When
S/W ≥ 20%, M-MCOD is 4 to 95 times faster than MCOD.
Peak Memory. Figure 11 depicts the resulting peak memory of all
the algorithms. We observe that when S increases, the memory cost
of all the algorithms (except NETS) decreases. When S increases,
NETS always uses more memory to derive the similarity between
the expired slide and the new slide. When S = W , every data point
does not have any preceding neighbors and participates in only one
window. In this case, all the algorithms show similar memory consumption. O-MCOD continues to be superior to other algorithms in
memory eiciency thanks to overlapping micro-clusters. For Stock
and Gauss datasets, since the memory for storing the data points

5.4

Varying max_cluster in O-MCOD

In O-MCOD, the parameter max_cluster speciies the maximum
number of micro-clusters that one data point can participate in.
When max_cluster increases, there can be more micro-clusters,
but for each data point a longer list of its micro-clusters must be
stored. Table 2 depicts the CPU running time, the peak memory requirement and the average number of micro-clusters in each sliding
window in O-MCOD with the TAO dataset. As can be seen in Table 2,
when max_cluster increases, the average number of micro-clusters
increases and the CPU running time decreases because the time
for inding neighbors decreases. The memory requirement irst decreases because there are more data points in micro-clusters which
are more memory eicient than neighbor lists. When max_cluster
further increases, each data point has a longer list of clusters, therefore, the memory requirement increases. When max_cluster = 3,
the CPU running time, memory requirement and average number
of clusters achieve nearly optimal values.
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Table 2: Varying max_cluster in O-MCOD
max_cluster
CPU Time (s)
Memory (MB)
Average No.
Micro-clusters
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CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS

In this study, we propose three algorithms for distance-based outlier
detection in data streams. All proposed algorithms utilize microcluster for eicient neighbor inding. Speciically, O-MCOD allows
one data point to participate in more than one micro-clusters. UMCOD relaxes the constraints of micro-cluster to allow unsafe
micro-cluster can have less than k + 1 data points. M-MCOD adopts
minimal probing principle to reduce the number of dispersed microclusters. We observe that M-MCOD incurs the lowest CPU running
time, O-MCOD requires the least memory requirement in most
cases. The proposed methods outperform MCOD and NETS in
most cases. And each proposed method has its own advantage. The
combination of all the proposed methods can be explored in the
future. We can combine O-MCOD and M-MCOD for utilizing the
advantages of overlapping micro-clusters and the minimal probing
principal.
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